
YES NO OTHER/COMMENTS

GENERAL ONLINE EVENT COMMENTS JULY 2020 

I took an online class

If yes, I would take I would take another virtual class in the future

I took an online theme luncheon

If yes, I would take I would take another virtual theme luncheon in the future

In general, I enjoyed the virtual event experience

I am a NAME member

I heard about the Online Event from______ (fill in comments section how you heard 

about this)

Sign up process for workshops and theme luncheons was easy (leave blank if none 

taken)

This was my first time using Zoom or GoToMeeting for a virtual class.

I utilized the WS Committee learning sessions to learn how to use Zoom

ROUNDTABLE AND MEGA ROUNDTABLE SALES

I purchased RT/MRT kits that were offered during this event. 

There was a good selection of kits.
The purchase process was easy.

SALES

I purchased items from the Dealers that were participating in the Sales event. 
Having specials/discounts increased my interest in shopping at a Dealers web page. 

WORKSHOPS ONLINE JULY 2020--one section per workshop please

Name of class in comment section

Kit arrived in time for class (unless I registered after the mailing cut off date)

My instructor did a great job of teaching 

My instructor communicated what supplies and tools would be required prior to the 

class.

Are you looking for more challenging instruction that focuses more on techniques 

and not on kits?
I received enough communication from the instructor/prestenter leading up to the 

day of the class.

WORKSHOPS ONLINE JULY 2020--one section per workshop please

Name of class in comment section

Kit arrived in time for class (unless I registered after the mailing cut off date)

My instructor did a great job of teaching 

My instructor communicated what supplies and tools would be required prior to the 

class.

Are you looking for more challenging instruction that focuses more on techniques 

and not on kits?
I received enough communication from the instructor/prestenter leading up to the 

day of the class.

WORKSHOPS ONLINE JULY 2020--one section per workshop please

Name of class in comment section

Kit arrived in time for class (unless I registered after the mailing cut off date)

My instructor did a great job of teaching 

My instructor communicated what supplies and tools would be required prior to the 

class.

Are you looking for more challenging instruction that focuses more on techniques 

and not on kits?
I received enough communication from the instructor/prestenter leading up to the 

day of the class.

ONLINE THEME LUNCHEON JULY 2020--one section per theme luncheon

Name of theme luncheon in comment section

My gift arrived prior to the presentation (unless I registered after the mailing cut off 

date)

The presentation was great.
The gift met my expectations.

ONLINE THEME LUNCHEON JULY 2020--one section per theme luncheon

Name of theme luncheon in comment section

My gift arrived prior to the presentation (unless I registered after the mailing cut off 

date)

The presentation was great.
The gift met my expectations.

ONLINE THEME LUNCHEON JULY 2020--one section per theme luncheon

Name of theme luncheon in comment section

My gift arrived prior to the presentation (unless I registered after the mailing cut off 

date)

The presentation was great.

The gift met my expectations.

All evaluations will remain anonymous. Your comments will 

help us to plan future events for NAME.    Return form to 

Leannekirsch1972@gmail.com
Or mail to 

Leanne Kirsch

1007 Broadway St.

Lisbon, ND 58054

NAME ONLINE EVENT           
EVALUATION                                     

JULY 2020
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